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In fulfillment of the contract negotiated between 
Arizona State university and the Arizona Archaeological 
Center, ASU archaeologists undertook to study a group of 
25 proposed construction localities at Williams Air Force 
Base (Appendix I). The primary objective of the study was 
to isolate which, if any, of L�e proposed construction 
sites might be reasonably expected to impact archaeological 
resources in the vicinity of the site AZ U:10:24 (ASU). 
The second objective of the study was to provide the basis 
for archaeological clearance recommendations. 
Methods 
The method utilized by the study was a combination of 
intensive surface survey and sub-surface sampling methods. 
Intensive surface survey is normally a method adequate to 
the demands of such research, for it provides sufficient 
information about the character and extent of archaeological 
resources in an area to allow for a recommendatiot, of 
clearance or a recommendation of appropriate excavation 
procedures for such resources as exist at the construction 
locality. In the present instance, however, the surface of 
many of the proposed construction sites has been heavily 
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disturbed or blanketed by prior construction. This made 
sub-surface investigation mandatory. The proximity of the 
construction locales to the archaeological site AZ U:10:24 
(ASU) further increased the need for sub-surface investi­
gation, as did our recognition (Schoenwetter, 1973; Clark 
and Cartledge, 1973) that archaeological deposits have been 
utilized for fill in the cantonment area of the Base. nlUS 
the occurrence of archaeological material on the surface 
may not indicate the occurrence of an in situ archaeological 
record. 
Three dimensional control over the archaeological 
record was achieved by use of a grid system of squares 
(features) measuring 50 meters on a aide (=2500 centares = 
0. 611 acres). The grid system was established relative to 
a point 550 meters due south of the intersection of sections 
31, 36. 1, and 6 along the section line dividing section 6 
(T 2 S, R 7 E) from section leT 2 S, R 6 E). Each grid 
square which lay within the boundaries of a proposed 
construction site, and each grid square which was in part 
intersected by the area of a proposed construction site, 
was carefully examined. Any archaeological material 
discovered on the surface was collected and its location 
within the grid square noted. The center point of each 
grid square was then used as a locus of sub-surface sampling. 
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This allowed the area of the construction locus to be 
sub-surface sampled at a maximal interval of 50 linear 
meters. 
Sub-surface sampling was accomplished with a truck 
mounted power auger, using a 20 ern (8 inch) bit. The 
auger was driven between 30 and 60 em, and then retrieved. 
Sediment clinging to the bit was carefully removed by hand 
and inspected. The nature of the sediment and the character 
of inclusions were carefully noted. This process was 
repeated until depths between 150 and 200 em were reached. 
This sub-surface sampling method is rapid. and allows 
testing of a large area in a relatively short time. 
Traditional sub-surface testing procedures, involving hand 
excavation, would have consumed many more man-days to 
accomplish the same amount of clearance evaluation. However, 
the power auger method sacrifices quality for quantity. 
There is less than one chance in a hundred that traditional 
hand excavation sub-surface testing will fail to reveal 
such archaeological resources as actually exist at the 
sample locus. There is about one chance in three that the 
power auger procedure will fail to reveal such resources 
even if they occur. 
This is true because hand excavation in fact allows 
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immediate in situ analysis of sediments uncovered. With 
the power auger, about 1/3 of the sediment excavated is 
never inspected because it falls from the hit upon removal 
from the drill hole and mixes with previously excavated 
material in an uncontrolled fashion. Also, the sediments 
recovered by power auger have been churned from the original 
deposit and inclusions of natural or archaeological character 
stand Borne chance of loss through breakage before they' can 
be observed. Further, the augering process of churning of 
deposits reduces confidence in evaluation of the observed 
association of sediment types and inclusions. 
Sub-surface sampling with the power auger is thus not 
appropriate to Buch fine work of archaeological clearance 
as evaluation of the nature of archaeological resources 
revealed, evaluation of the significance of archaeological 
materials, or evaluation of the advantages of specific 
archaeological research designs and cost estimates. Used 
extensively, as in the present case, however, the method 
effectively reinforces intensive surface survey as a way 
of determining the prospect that archaeological resources 
are indeed likely to be affected over a relatively large 
amount of territory. It accomplishes such work more 
cheaply than the traditional method, although with less 
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reliability. 
In the present instance total reliability was not as 
much at issue as cost in terms of man-days and rapidity of 
investigation. Almost all of the proposed construction 
loci were sufficiently large that they allowed more than 
a single point of sub-surface sampling. Thus there was 
every reason to believe that adequate evidence of the 
occurrence of archaeological resources would be revealed 
at a construction locus if such resources existed in 
significant quantity. Additionally, all of the sampled 
locations were proposed construction locales. If any 
evidence of archaeology were revealed through the sub­
surface sampling program, plans could be modified to 
provide for (a) more extensive and thorough sampling: 
�) abandonment of that construction locus in favor of 
another: or (c) a program of archaeological salvage at the 
locus prior to the start of construction. 
Two exceptions to the above method were allowed. In 
the case of the construction project known as RAPCON (Radar 
Approach Control) a narrow trench is proposed which will 
traverse a long strip of land between the runways. 
Permission was recieved from National Park Service to 
dispense with sub-surface sampling along this line. TWo 
sub-surface samples were collected at 50-meter intervals 
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on the western extremity of the line, however, as a 
precautionary meaaure. Also, sub-surface sampling was 
accomplished at the loci of proposed buildin98 which are 
part of the RAPCON facility. In the case of the proposed 
addition to the Golf Course, intensive surface survey was 
carried out but insufficient man-day. were available to 
undertake the very extensive amount ot sub-surface sampling 
required by this very large area. Recommendations made 
re9ardin9 the proposed Golf Course facility are thus baaed 
.olely on the data provided by Burface survey_ 
R,.ultt 
A total investment of 35 man-days was provided by 
a •• iatant archaeologist personnel in addition to 9 power 
aUger days. 80 9rid square. (20 hectares. equal to 49.4 
acre.) were both surface surveyed and Bub-surface sampled 
in this time, and 78 grid squares (-19.5 hectares � 
48.16 acres) were surface surveyed. Additionally, a backhoe 
trench bein9 excavated for a distance of about 1 kilometer 
was checked 3 times daily for evidence of archaeological 
materials over a period of approximately 12 days. The area 
impacted by the t�ench had not been provided archaeological 
clearance previously. No archaeological evidence was 
observed along the trench. 
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Of the 80 qrid squares which were both surveyed and 
Bub-surface sampled 26 were totally or essentially blanketed 
by asphalt, gravel, or modern construction. 24 of the 
remainder were capped by modern lawns. To the best of our 
knowledge these lawns were established on fill rather than 
in situ deposits. Only 14 of the 80 qrid squares provided 
a surface potentially unaffected by modern human usage. 
while another 11 squares provided a surface at least 1/3 
of which miqht be considered likely to be unaffected by 
recent human action. 
Of the 3S squares where some prospect for recovery 
of prehistoric materials existed, seven yielded such data 
(see Appendix II). All of the data so recovered was 
provided by surface survey: none was obtained below the 
surface of the ground. 
Three of the grid squares involved were from the 
proposed Base Exchange-Base Theater area. All of these 
features incorporate grounds previously used 8S barracks 
areas. Since no sub-surface indications of charcoal, use 
surfaces, or prehistoric artifacts were observed, and 
since the auger sampling of at least two of the features of 
this complex indicates the occurrence of intentional fill, 
the occurrence of prehistoric material on the surface is 
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not considered indicative of the presence of an archaeological 
site at that locality. 
At the locus of the Reproduction Plant, two potsherds 
and a stone knife fragment were recovered. This is a minimal 
density of artifacts. As the sub-surface sampling revealed 
no indications of in situ archaeological deposit, and as 
no artifactual materials were recovered from nearby features, 
the evidence is considered too inconclusive to recommend 
archaeological investigation of a more intensive nature. 
At the site of the proposed Handball Court, pottery 
was found within both of the features. The sub-surface 
sampling at feature 46/28 , however, revealed historic wood 
and concrete within the first half-meter of the surface at 
a point only 2 meters from the location of recovery of 
preceramic pottery. The sedimentary matrix within which 
the historic materials were recovered is sandy silt and of 
a brown-buff color. This is also the case for the upper 
half-meter of deposits in feature 46/29. In features 46/27 
and 45/27, which were tested for evaluation of clearance of 
the proposed Softball Field, the upper half-meter of 
deposits is sandy clay of a red-brown color. The deposi­
tional pattern at the Softball Field locality is much more 
typical of this area of the Base than that found at the 
r 
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Handball Court locality. 
It thus seems likely that the prehistoric artifacts 
recovered at the site of the proposed Handball Court are 
not in �, but were carried to the locality with fill 
used to level the area following removal of structures in 
historic times. 
At the site of the easternmost building proposed for 
the Radar Approach Control facility (feature 56/72) 
archaeological materials were recovered from a 4-meter 
radiuB surrounding the power auger locus. Archaeological 
materials were also recovered in an adjacent feature (55/71), 
through which it is proposed that a trench will be 
excavated as part of the RAPCON facility. The power auger 
test of feature 56/72 failed to reveal any indications of 
cultural remains. Further, in comparison with the power 
auger tests made in features 55/70 and 55/71 the strati­
graphy at 56/72 is noticab1y more coarse-grained, and 
feature 55/71 (the adjacent feature) is only somewhat less 
coarse-grained than that of 56/72. 
Judging by contour lines established on maps of the 
Base executed by the Air Force, there is good reason to 
believe that a major arroyo entering the Base from the west 
(presently channelized to flaw north along the Base 
r 
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perimeter) once passed through features 56/72 and 55/71 but 
not through feature 55/70. It seems that some measure of 
natural in-filling has occurred in the areas of features 
55/71 and 56/72 since channelization. It is reasonable, in 
light of this, to propose that the artifactual materials 
recovered from these features reached their present positions 
as a result of natural in-filling, and are not indications 
of in situ artifact-bearing deposits. 
The intensive foot survey undertaken in the area of the 
proposed 9-hole Golf Course involved close analysis of 
195,000 square meters of area. This task consumed seven 
man-days. Six of the 78 observed features provided surface 
recovery of archaeological materials, but in four cases the 
density was so low as to offer little if any support to the 
conclusion that in situ archaeological materials occur in 
the area. In features 68/14 and 69/14 a respectable quan­
tity of archaeological material was recovered. The collec­
tions come from contiguous features, but were made from 
lO-meter diameter circles located at a minimum distance of 
19 meters apart. In the area of greatest density, the 
density of ceramic material is only 1.006 sherds per square 
meter. 
It has been reported that the proposed Golf Course area 
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may once have been used as a burial area for military waste� 
The occurrence of concrete in direct association with the 
prehistoric material recovered in the IO-meter circle at 
feature 68/14 may imply such. historic disturbance� 
I am personally skeptical regarding the occurrence of 
in situ archaeological deposits in the proposed Golf Course 
area. At least, if they occur and have not been already 
impacted badly by historic land use, I doubt that such 
deposits would be affected adversely by conversion of the 
area to a golf course. 
Recommendations 
A. It is recommended that all 25 of the propsed construc­
tion localities be provided archaeological clearance. While 
five of the localities provided archaeological records, the 
recommendation is based on the following considerations: 
1. No sub-surface indications of in situ prehistoric 
archaeological materials were observed in 80 power auger 
tests. 
2. Indications exist that the archaeological material 
observed on the surface at the proposed Handball Court 
facility and the proposed Base Exchange-Base Theater facility 
� occur as inclusions in imported fill. 
3. Indications exist that the archaeological material 
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recovered at the proposed construction locus of the eastern 
terminus of the Radar Approach Control facility occurs as 
an aspect of natural arroyo aggradation. 
4. The extremely low d�nsity of archaeological 
material in the Reproduction Plant area and over most of the 
proposed Golf Course argues that recovery is a function of 
other factors than in situ occurrence of archaeological 
remains. 
B. It is recommended that contracts written by Williams 
AFB for construction work routinely involve clauses which 
provide for work stoppage in the event of discovery of 
archaeological remains. The limitations of power auger 
testing of sub-surface conditions are quite real, and an 
honest appraisal must acknowledge a risk factor of approxi­
mately 30 per cent in providing clearance recommendations 
essentially supported by negative evidence derived from 
power auger testing. 
c. It is recommended that Williams AFB develop regular 
procedures to'insure the availability of archaeological 
expertise adequate to the demands of probable future 
clearance evaluations. There is every reason to believe 
that emergencies requiring excavations on Base land 
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irrespective of long-term plans, changes in present con­
struction plans, needs for development of archaeological 
research designs, and demands to evaluate the significance 
of discovered archaeological. materials will continue to 
arise. Given the existence of a site of National Historic 
Register quality upon the Base lands, and the fact that the 
cantonment area of the Base is superimposed on a portion 
of that site: given the probable existence of other archaeo­
logical sites wholly or partially within the Base perimeter; 
and given the fact that sampling (in contrast to inventor­
ying) procedures are our present basis for scientific 
judgement regarding these sites, and thus such judgement 
must be recognized as based on less than optimal grounds, 
the need for a ready source of archaeological expertise is 
apparent. 
The National Park Service is a source of such expertise, 
but demands made upon Park Service archaeologists, and Park 
Service policy as regards sub-contracting of local research 
institutions, operate to the effect that the Park Service is 
not always available as a ready source of expertise. 
The faculty of the Department of Anthropology is a 
ready source. However, according to Arizona Board of 
Regents policy the faculty's primary responsibility is to 
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its teaching--in contrast to its research or community 
service--responsibilities. The faculty is contractually 
obligated to give priority to teaching in any case of 
conflicting interests. The effect of this is to provide 
lessened reliability that the faculty can respond to 
emergency or even long-term needs of Williams Air Force 
Base on a sufficiently regular basis. This is true 
whether or not large budgets might be made available fbr 
consultant fees or research projects. 
A means is available, however, of linking the teaching 
responsibility of the Department of Anthropology at Arizona 
State University with the development of a ready source of 
archaeological expertise to meet Williams Air Force Base 
demands. This can be accomplished by the establishment of 
a training program in Hohokam archaeology administered at 
ASU for the express advantage of Williams AFB or the Air 
Force. The Air Force or the Base could fund a continuing 
full-time Research Assistantship in Hohokam archaeology at 
ASU. The assistantship would be granted to a doctoral 
degree candidate committed to the investigation and study 
of Hohokam and related prehistoric cultures of the Salt-Gila 
Basin. This advanced student would be available 20 hours 
of the week as a ready source of expertise for Williams AFB. 
In addition, the student's faculty advisor would be 
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available as required for advisement and training. 
Committment by the faculty of a relatively large block of 
time (say an average of 4 hours per week) would be reason­
able in light of the fact that a professional instruction 
and training program is at issue. The Research Assistant­
ship could be established on an academic year or a fiscal 
year basis. When not required at the Base or in the field 
in conjunction with Base archaeological problems, the . 
Research Assistant would be expected to engage himself/ 
herself in scientific research involving Hohokam archaeo­
logical collections from Williams AFB or other sites for 
the purpose of enhancing scientific knowledge of Hohokam 
and related cultural expressions. 
D. It is recommended that future requests for archaeo­
logical clearance evaluations consider more carefully the 
very real problems of "lead timell in archaeological research. 
Where such research is to be undertaken by an academic 
institution, conflicts with teaching schedules must be 
considered. Lead time planning should allow at least one 
semester between the time the contractual agreement to 
accomplish work is signed and the inception of the research 
program. This is reasonable in light of the fact that aca­
demic courses are scheduled about ten months in advance of 
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their opening dates. 
E. It is recommended that the National Park Service give 
immediate attention to an archaeological clearance problem 
which arose at Williams AFB after the present research 
effort was planned and initiated, and which thus did not 
fall within the province of Arizona State University's 
obligation. This is the problem of providing clearance 
for the sanitary land fill operation undertaken by williams 
Air Force Base for daily disposal of non-sewage wastes. 
The present sanitary land fill operation continuously 
opens large trench excavations in an area in the northwest 
1/4 of section 6, T 2 5, R 7 E. Archaeological research 
funded by the contract which also funded this report 
demonstrated that the sanitary land fill area is completely 
surrounded by evidence of the existence of archaeological 
site AZ U:lO:24 CASU) . The surface of land projected for 
continuing use as sanitary land fill is presently occluded 
by deep deposits of dumped fill. There is little doubt, 
however, that .the present sanitary land fill operations in 
fact impact the archaeological resource of AZ U:lO:24 (ASU) 
continuously by trenching. 
Such impact cannot be reasonably brought to an immediate 
halt. The daily accumulation of wastes at Williams AFB 
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must in fact be disposed of in an hygenic manner. Nor can 
an operation of Buch magnitude be immediately transferred 
to another location. Three alternative solutions to the 
problem can be identified. 
one solution is to remove the operation to another 
location on the Base with all due dispatch in order to 
provide maximal protection to the resource of AZ U:10:24 
(ASU). The new location, however, would have to be 
provided archaeological clearance. The new location would 
also have to be of sizable areal extent in view of the 
daily waste disposal demands of the Base. The only area 
outside of the immediate cantonment area which is of adequate 
size and upon which a clearance evaluation has been made 
(see above) , is the area of the proposed Golf Course 
facility. However, archaeological clearance of this facility 
has not involved sub-surface testing. The lack of sub-surface 
sampling may be considered a more crucial matter in 
consideration of archaeological clearance for a sanitary 
land fill than for a golf course. The former type of land 
use impacts possible sub-surface archaeological resources 
to a far greater degree than does the latter type of land 
use. 
A second solution is to provide for the salvage of 
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archaeological materials occurring in the existing sanitary 
land fill project area in advance of necessary trenching. 
This would be the "normal" archaeological solution to such 
a problem. In the present case, there are three drawbacks: 
(a) Salvage archaeology normally allows only for 
heroic emergency measures. AZ U:10:24 (ASU) is a site of 
National Register quality. It is appropriate that the 
archaeological resources of such sites be either carefully 
protected or carefully investigated with all available 
scientific skill. It is the intent of the law that provides 
for National Register sites that such investigation or 
protection be provided. 
�) In situ archaeological deposites in the area of the 
existing sanitary land fill operation are capped by both a 
natural overburden of sheet-washed silty clay and also an 
overburden of dumped fill. Much of the dumped fill over­
burden could be quickly removed by power machinery. But the 
lowermost portion of this overburden must be hand excavated 
in order to reveal the historic land surface and the 
distribtuion of archaeological materials upon that surface 
prior to the dumping. Considering the amount of area that 
would be involved to accomodate the Base's needs for land 
fill, the cost of removal of overburden to effect archaeo­
logical salvage might easily equal a significant percentage 
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of the present costs of the sanitary land fill operation 
itself. 
(c) The nature of the site in the area surrounding 
the sanitary land fill operation ostensibly reflects the 
sort of archaeological record which is likely to be 
encountered within the operation boundaries. It thus is 
likely that the area is characterized by a surface litter 
of archaeological material averaging between 5 and 25 pieces 
of ceramic and/or lithic artifactual fragments per square 
meter. Sub-surface tests of such areas were accomplished 
in features 17/11 and 18/13 early in 1973 (Schoenwetter and 
Weaver 1973; features 2 and 3 of that report). These tests 
indicate that sub-surface recovery of archaeological 
information of high scientific value would demand a research 
design allowing for controlled excavation of a large area of 
archaeological surface. This would indicate the necessity 
for a relatively expensive "dig". 
In defense of the salvage alternative, it should be 
noted that a unique opportunity exists for quick accomp­
lishment if this alternative is given serious consideration. 
Dr. R. J. Ruppe', an archaeologist on the ASU faculty who 
has directed intensive Hohokam archaeological research 
(Ruppe', 1966), has obtained sabbatical leave from his 
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teaching duties during the 1973-74 academic year. He would 
be available to serve as principal investigator for such a 
salvage archaeology program as is envisaged here. 
A third alternative is to provide for a program of 
archaeological investigation at AZ U:10:24 (ASU) which 
would serve to mitigate the impact the sanitary land fill 
operations have on the archaeological resources of the site. 
This could be accomplished by the setting aside of an area 
of equivalent size to that expected to be impacted by the 
land fill operation over the next few years. This area 
could be adjacent to the land fill district. beyond the 
area of dumps, but located where future land fill operations 
may be reasonably anticipated. This would be established 
as an archaeological excavation zone, within which research 
costs would be borne by Williams AFB. 
To reduce costs far below those which would normally 
be required, the Department of Anthropology at ASU would 
agree to undertake the archaeological investigation of 
this zone in conjunction with its education program in 
field archaeology for a stated number of years. Students 
would thus provide the bulk of archaeological labor needed 
at no cost to Williams AFB, and many aspects of the 
scientific investigations and analyses of the artifactual 
and non-artifactual materials recovered would be accomplished 
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at reduced cost consistent with the training of advanced 
students in archaeology. 
It is not within the scope of this report to make 
recommendations regarding these alternatives. However, it 
is proper for me to point out that I have given no little 
consideration to other possible solutions to this problem. 
Considering the �ediacy of the issue, and the need for 
quick solution in light of on-going destruction of portions 
of AZ U:10:24 �SU) in contravention of the Antiquities Act 
of 1906, it is my professional opinion that only three 
feasible solutions exist. These are: to move the sanitary 
land fill operation to an area for which archaeological 
clearance can be quickly provided; to provide for the salvage 
of archaeological materials in the existing land fill areaj 
or to provide for a program of archaeological investigation 
near the existing land fill area which will mitigate the 
effect of some years of impact and also serve to remove 
archaeological materials from the threat of future impact 
as the land fill area expands. 
I emphatically recommend that the National Park Service 
give immediate attention to this problem, and give Williams 
AFB the benefit of its advice without undue haste but with 
r 
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as much speed as it finds consistent with the magnitude of 
the loss of archaeological data. 
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Appendix I 
List of proposed construction projects investigated. 
Facility 
Number 
83 
30 
218 
228 
229 
22 
126 
181 
88 
305 
1085 
122 
234 
97 
307 
118 
101 
104 
128 
Nomenclature 
Base Exchange 
Base Theater 
RAPCON 
RAPCON 
RAPCON 
Flight Training 
Softball Field 
Maintenance Dock 
Chapel Addition 
Family Services Center 
Electroplating Shop Addition 
Oxygen Storage 
Physiological Training Addition 
Medical Food Inspection 
Flight Simulator 
CE Compound Latrine 
Child Care center} 
Youth Center 
Service Club 
Reproduction Plant 
Acres 
Investigated 
7.33 
1.22 
1.22 
0.61-
1.83 
1. 22 
2.44 
2.44 
0.61 
2.44 
0.61 
2.44 
0.61 
0.61 
3.67 
0.61 
1.83 
1.83 
1. 22 
r 
r 
r 
Facility Nomenclature Acres 
Number Invas tiga ted 
306 Clotbing Sales Store 1.22 
302 Handball Courts 3.06 
7 Paracbute Dingby Sbop l.83 
63 Pol Operations 0.6l 
73 SP Operations 1.22 
303 Atbletic Field Track 3.67. 
208 9-bole Golf Course 47.67 
WI-74-0451 Relocateable Classrooms 1.22 
List of maps. 
Map 1. Index map showing features inveatiqated for 
arcbaeological clearance. Williams AFB-2 (pocket). 
Maps 2-9. Detail maps showing areas of proposed facilities 
relative to areas of features investigated. 
Scale - l:2400. 
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Appendix II 
The following listing. by feature number and specimen 
number, describes the location, type, and quantity of 
archaeological material recovered at each proposed 
construction locus. 
FEATURE. Each grid square is called a feature and is 
numbered such that the number preceding the slash represents 
the number of 50-meter grid squares north of the zero point 
of the grid system and the number following the slash 
represents the number of grid squares east of the zero 
point. Feature 40/16 is thus located 40 squares north and 
16 squares east of the zero point. or 1.45 km north of the 
intersection of sections 31, 36, 1, and 6, and 0. 8 km east 
of that intersection. 
RELATIVE CO-ORDINATES. The number preceding the slash 
relates the number of meters north (if positive) or south 
(if negative) of the exact center of the grid square; the 
number following the slash relates the number of meters 
east (if positive) or the number of meters west (if negative) 
of the exact center of the grid square. This is the locus 
of the archaeological find. 
ABSOLUTE CO-ORDINATES. The number preceding the slash 
relates the northward position of the find and the number 
succeeding the slash relates the eastward position of the 
find in the Universal Transverse Mercator Grid mapping 
system. This system is utilized on recent U. S.G. S. 
topographic maps in addition,to the government Land Office 
(Tbwnship-Range) system. �: The prefix 36 must be added 
to the number preceding the slash and the prefix 4 must 
be added to the number following the slash for proper map 
referencing. 
DATE. This refers to the date the artifactual material 
was identified in the laboratory. 
SPEC. #. Artifacts are catalogued by feature number 
and specimen number, e. g. , 40/6 - 3A. 
LEVEL. refers to depth below surface in 10 em 
increments. 
QUAD. Not meaningful here. 
CLASS. Artifact class, e. g. , ceramic, lithic, bone. 
TYPE. Artifact type within the class. A dictionary 
of diagnostic attributes for types is available. 
QUAN. Quantity of artifacts of the type observed. 
Print-out of archaeological recovery by feature number. 
Base Exchange 
38/17 
40/16 
41/17 
Handball Court 
46/28 
46/29 
Radar Approach Control 
56/72 
55/71 
Reproduction Plant 
49/14 
Golf Course 
61/13 
63/12 
63/13 
66/11 
68/14 
69/14 
r 
� • 
Bae. Exchange 
riI::LA'J 1 \iE 
CQO.i'OI Nfd'J:;!:i 
36 I 17 " I 0 
SPEC' LE�EL <lIJAD CI.A�S 
1.0 QO CE.MMIC 
RELATIVE 
FEATUaE CooiUHNA.ES 
40 I 16 7 / 5.5 
-
SPEC# LEIIEL QUAD CLASS 
SlA 1.0 QO CERAtHC 
RELA'i'�VE 
FEATUI:E COoaDINA"i'ES 
, 40 I 16 7 / 5.5 
SPEC' I.EIIEL QUAD CLASS 
S4A 1.0 00 CERANIC 
RE!.ATlIIE 
FEATURE COORDINATES 
41 / 17 11 / 0 
SPEC' I.EII� QUAD CLASS 
5lA 1.0 110 CERAMIC 
REl.ATIVE 
FEATURE COORDINATES 
41 I 17 16 1-10 
SPEC' LEVEl. QUAD CLASS 
S�A 1.0 00 CEnA�ltC 
ABSOLUTE 
COO,hDI.-JAl"E!:i 
TYPE 
ABSOLUTE 
COORDINATES 
85034.4 / 36850.1 
TYPE 
SACATo.'1-R/B 
ABSOL.i.rn� , 
COORDINATES 
85034.4 I 36350.1 
TYPE 
SANTA-CiiUZ-rl./B 
IJ:'lK-RlB 
ABSOLUTE 
COORDINATES 
8509'1.4 / 36894.6 
TYPE 
GILA-Pl.-GILA 
GILA-Pl.-SALT 
AB:;OLUT<: 
COOnDINA'fE.S 
85095.4 I 36584.6 
TYPE 
UNK-fUB 
UNK-BUn-
UA1"E 
[1Iu\19 
t.tUAN 
DATE 
i:1Art19 
QUAN 
I 
DATE 
,lAR19 
QUAN 
I 
'I 
DATE 
HARI9 
QUA ... 
I 
a 
DATE 
j'ojAR19 
aUAN 
I 
14 
Handball Court 
nELA'i'Il.ii":: ABSOLUTE 
f"£Al'Ul!E COJ;\DINA·,"ES· COOii.DINAiES DATE 
46 / 26 -13 /-1�.5 85314.4 / 37425.1 HAi 26 
5PEC# LEVEL.' Q:UAD CLASS TYPE GUAN 
• 
53A LD liD CEnAMIC GI LA-PL-W HIGFLD 1 
RELATIVE AB50LUIE 
FEATtffiE COOaOlNATE5 COORDHIATES DA1'E 
46 / 28 -2 / 2 6532 5.4 / 37446.6 MAR26 
SPEC .. LEVEL QUAD CLASS TYPE . ,QUAN 
54A LO QO CE.l\t>J11 C GILA-PL-GILA I 
RELATIVE ABSOLU,E 
FEATURE COOHOINATZS COOF.DINATES DATE 
46 / 2 9  5 /-9 85332.4 / 37485.6 i"-.Ah26 
• 
5PECI LEVa «UAD CLASS TYPE foIUA .. '1 
53A LD QO CERAl�IC SA.'JTA-C�UZ"RIS I 
GILA-PL-GILA I 
Radar Approach Control 
r 
• 
P.ELATIVE ABSOLUTE 
FEATURE COORDINATES COORDINATES DATE 
S6 / 72 -16 /-14 65809.4'/ 39630.6 MARl 9 
SPEC' LEVEL QUAD CLASS TYPE QUAN 
SIB 1.0 Q4 'CERAMIC UNK-R/ B 2 
UNK-BUFF 3 
G ILA-Pl.-G ILA 4 
LIlHIC CKIP-DEBRIS I 
RELATIVE ABSOLU'tE 
FEATURE COORDINATES COORDINATES DATE 
SS / 71 18 / -7 85795.4 / 39587.6 HARI6 
, 
�PEC' LEVEL QUAD CLASS TYPE QUAN 
SIB 1.0 Q4 CEIlA"'IIC GILA-Pl.-GILA I 
LIlHIC CHIp-DEBRIS I 
r 
Reproduction Plant 
. 
llEI.ATI n AB�01.UTE 
FEATUP.E COOi-:DINATES COO.{l)lNAlES DATE 
49 / 14 -11 /-4 85466.4 / 36740.6 i'iAit23 
SPEC' 1.EVEL QUAD CI.ASS TYPE t.!UA� 
S3A LO 00 I.ITHIC lOll FE I 
RELATIVE ABSOI.UTE 
FEATUF.E COORDL�Al£S COOP.DINA'I'ES DATE 
4 9  
-
/ 14 8 /-8 85485.4 / 36736.6 NAR26 
SPEC' LEVEl. QUJ\D CWISS TYPE . QUAN 
S4A LO QO CERAMIC GILA-Pl.-GILA 2 
r 
Golf Course 
r 
RELATIVE ABSOLUTE 
FEATURE COOaDIOIATES COORDINATES DATE -
61 / 13 -II /-20 86066.4 / 36674.6 MAB20 
SPEC I LEVEL QUAD CLASS TYPE QUAN 
S3A 1.0 GO LITHIC CHOPPER I 
MANO-FAAG I 
RELATIVE ABSOLUTE 
FEATlffiE COORDINATES COORDINATES· DATE 
63 / 12 -13 / 10 86164.4 / 36654.6 MAR30 
SPECI LEVEL QUAD CLASS TYPE QUAN 
S3A 1.0 QO CEN;;·aC U.�K-B�Ff 7 
LITHIC CHOPPER I 
iiELATIVE ABSOLUTE 
FEATURE COOkDINA'fES COOftDINATE� DATE 
63 / 13 I I  /-24 86188.4 / 36670.6 MA.ri30 
SPEC' LEVEL QUAD CLASS TYPE IoIUAN 
S3A 1.0· 110 CERA.�IC UNK-B�FF " 
�LATlVE ABSOLUTE .. 
FEATURE COOIlDINATES COOI!DINA·I"ES DATE 
66 / 11 -17 / 20 86310.4 / 36614.6 MAR30 
SPEC' LEVEL QUAD CLASS TYPE QUAN 
S3A 1.0 GO CEftAMIC UNK-R/B 1 
UNK-BUFF 3 
1.ITKIC CHIP-DEBkiS 2 
. -
Golf Course 
r' 
R£l.ATIVE ABSOLUTE 
FEATURE COOHDWATES COORDINATES DATE 
68 1 14 -4 1 23 86423.4 1 36767.6 NAP.30 
SPEC' , LEVEL QUAD CLASS T'tPE QUAI" 
S3A LO GO CEhANIC GlLA-PL-GlLA 12 
GlLA-RD 42 
GlLA-aD-SMUDGE 6 
SAl.T-RD 4 
SALT-RD-SMUDGE 1 
UNK-BUFF 14 
LITHIC KNIFE 1 
FLAKE-UT 1I. 2 
ClIIP-DEERIS 3 
HISTORIC-MATRL CONCRETE 1 
METAL 1 
R£l.ATIVE ABSOLUTE 
'FEATUiiE COORDINATES COORDINArES ,DATE 
69 / 14 -15 1-5 86462.4 / 36739.6 MAR30 
• 
SPEC' LEVEL QUAD CLASS T'tPE QUAN 
, 
S3A LO GO CERAMIC UNK-R/B 1 
GILA-liD 4 
SACA'rON-RD 15 
GILA-PL-GI!.A 7 
UNK-Bli 6 
LITHIC HANO-FAAG 1 
HI STOllIC-MATRL �!ETAL 1 
r. 
-
